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Background
• Internet traffic is growing exponentially [1].

•Caching is mechanism that places frequently requested content in
faster to access memory, reducing network load and latencies.

•Traditionally a low-level problem with hard computational con-
straints on algorithms.

•Web caching has made machine learning algorithms possible due to
bigger I/O overhead.

•Caching can be modelled as an online learning problem.

•Online Convex Optimization has produced many promising replace-
ment policies, including Follow the Perturbed Leader (FTPL) [2].

•FTPL performs poorly when popularities of requested objects change
over time.

Research Goal
•Develop a replacement policy that can adapt to different request pat-
terns, but maintain a mathematical upper bound.

•Strike a balance between adversarial resistance and practicality.

Contributions
• Introduce a constant discount rate to FTPL, intentionally omitting
the upper bound.

•Use adaptive FTPL with various discount rates (including the one
with an upper bound), as experts in an Incrementally Adaptive
Weighted Majority (IAWM) algorithm [3].

• IAWM makes our algorithm adaptible by learning the optimal rate,
but also comes with a perfromance guarantee which carries over to
our algorithm.

Method
•Python3 simulator that runs traces and benchmarks algorithms.

•Uses both realistic and adversarial traces.

Figure 1: Hit ratios for each time slot for a synthetic
changing popularity trace.

Results
•Adaptive FTPL significantly outperforms FTPL and the static
benchmark when popularities change.

•Performance is similar on fixed popularity traces.

•Adaptive FTPL can effectively tackle various adversarial traces.

•Adaptive FTPL strongly outperforms FTPL in a bipartite network
when edges are connected optimally.

•As edge configurations become more adversarial, Adaptive FTPL
begins to resemble FTPL.

Future work
•Different machine learning techniques to learn a discount rate.

•Optimally matching clients with caches in networks.

•Expert algorithm with a better bound.

Figure 2: Reward for each time slot in an edge-optimal
bipartite network.
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